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ABSTRACT
A SUPPLIER SELECTION AND EVALUATION SYSTEM
IN TURK TRACTOR FACTORY
PINAR AKTA§ 
M.B.A. Thesis
Supervisor : Assist. Prof. Dr. Serpil Sayın
The world is changing toward globalization. Therefore, the markets are becoming 
more and more competitive each day. It is harder for companies to be good performers. 
Realizing this fact, they are trying to have the highest contribution from different sources 
they have. This includes the financial sources as well as people. However, there is an 
important success key that should not be disregarded. These are the suppliers where 40- 
60% of the total sales of manufacturing companies are spent. Knowing this, the 
companies should choose and use their suppliers at the highest maximum performance. 
This study establishes a system for the evaluation and selection of suppliers where an 
application will be carried out in a company in the automotive sector, Turk Tractor 
Factory.
Keywords: Supplier, criteria, evaluation, multiple criteria analysis, vendor selection
ÖZET
TÜRK TRAKTÖR FABRIKASI’NDA
YANSANAYİ DEĞERLENDİRME VE SEÇME SİSTEMİ
PINAR AKTAŞ 
M.B.A. Tezi
Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Serpil Sayın
Günümüzde dünya küreselleşmeye doğru ilerlemektedir. Bu yüzden pazarlar 
hergün daha fazla rekabetçi olmaktadır. Şirketlerin başarılı olmaları gittikçe daha 
zorlaşmaktadır. Bu gerçeklerin farkına varan işletmeler ellerindeki değişik kaynaklardan 
edinebilecekleri en fazla katkıyı elde etmeye çalışmaktadırlar. Bu finansal kaynaklardan 
kişilere kadar değişebilir. Ancak burada gözardı edilemeyecek önemli bir başarı faktörü 
vardır. Bu üretim yapan şirketlerin cirolarının %40-60 mı harcadıkları yansanayilerdir. 
Bunu bilerek, şirketler yansanayilerini en yüksek performansı gösterecek şekilde seçmeli 
ve kullanmalıdırlar. Bu tez yansanayi değerlendirme ve seçme sistemini kurarak, bir 
otomotiv şirketinde pratik bir uygulamayı kapsar. Otomotiv sektöründeki bu şirket Türk 
Traktör Fabrikasıdır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Yansanayi, kriter, değerlendirme, çok ölçütlü analiz, yansanayi seçimi
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I. INTRODUCTION
The world is in a globalization trend. The global networks of interlinked firms and 
the increased mobility of production factors makes the environment more competitive. 
So, it is much harder for firms to be competitive in the market than it used to be in the 
past. Many variables contribute to the success and viability of an organization in such 
an environment. One of the most important variables involves obtaining the maximum 
contribution of the major functional areas of the enterprise.
As one way of attaining competitive advantage, a recent trend is to improve 
procurement activities in a firm (Cash et al., 1992). The reason is that, 40-60% 
(Anupindi, Akella, 1993) of the total sales revenue is comprised of the cost of 
purchasing in manufacturing firms. This means, on the average, more than half of 
every dollar taken In as income from sales of manufactured products is spent for 
purchasing. When the automotive sector companies are analyzed this percentage 
increases. For example, in Ford Motor Company the percentage of sales spent on 
purchased goods and services reaches 63% (Heinritz, Farrell, and Smith, 1986). 
Therefore, purchasing gains great importance in order to stay competitive and earn
satisfactory profits.
In general, purchasing’s responsibility is to buy materials of the right quality, in 
the right quantity, at the right time, at the right price, from the right source, with the
delivery at the right place.
The fundamental objectives of purchasing can be summarized as follows:
-  To maintain standards of quality, based on suitability for use,
-  To procure materials at the lowest cost consistent with the quality and service 
required,
-  To maintain continuity of supply to support the manufacturing schedule,
-  To do so with the minimum investment in inventory, consistent with safety and 
economic advantage,
-  To avoid duplication, waste, and obsolescence,
-  To maintain the company’s competitive position in its industry and to conserve its 
profits,
-  To analyze and report on long-range availability and costs,
-  To search the market continually for new and alternative ideas whose adoption 
might improve company efficiency and profitability.
Direct expenditure for purchased goods is not the only way in which purchasing 
affects competitiveness. The effect of delays due to lack of materials and 
components that can end in shutdowns and waiting time of machines is also reflected
in the end-products. The situation is worse if the purchased material and components
are not uniform in quality. A part can be called as a quality part if it meets the 
requirements, both in material specifications and dimensions. In addition, the 
administrative costs of buying and inventory holding costs should be taken into
consideration.
As it is known, purchasing is reacting positively to changes in the world market. 
Purchasing departments have sharpened their basic buying techniques to improve 
their companies’ competitive positions. Therefore, now and then purchasing joins
strategic planning.
However, the interdependence of purchasing as a major function of business 
should be merited only on the basis of the service and cooperation that it gives to 
other departments. So, purchasing is in close relation with many other parties which 
are the customers of purchasing as can be seen in Figure 1;
Law Top management Personnel
Manufacturing
Distribution
Design engineering
Government
Auditors Suppliers
Systems
Marketing
Finance
Traffic 
'Economists
Figure 1 - Diciplines interrelated with purchasing
The purchasing process basically describes the typical procedures involved in 
acquiring items and services for an organization. Although this process varies 
depending on the type of organization, company procedures, management values, 
level of computer sophistication, and company structure, the following list of steps are 
generic and have basic applicability to almost all enterprises (Fearon, Dobler, and
Killen, 1993):
-  Recognition of the need.
-  Description of the need.
Identification and study of available suppliers,
Supplier selection,
-  Preparation and issuance of the purchase order.
-  Follow up of the order.
-  Receipt and inspection of goods.
-  Review and evaluation of the invoice.
-  Close of order and maintenance record.
However, in applying these steps, it should be kept in mind that the challenge 
has become more acute as firms face greater competitive pressures. As companies 
are forced by competition to improve their products, they, in turn, pressure suppliers to 
upgrade their performance. So that, identification and study of avaiiable suppliers is
really a hard job where numerous options exist for many items and services. In the
automotive industry, where a large number of parts are assembled and many 
suppliers are involved, the role of suppliers gain much more importance industries in 
order to develop competitive advantages (Hyun, 1994).
In order to emphasize the importance of suppliers in the automotive industry, it 
should be mentioned that approximately 2,500 different parts are used in order to 
manufacture a vehicle in the below production activities;
- Engine, - Steel, - Hood, - Felts,
- Casting, - Rim, - Cheap production. - Springs,
- Forging, - Battery, - Stickers, - Fabric,
- Gears, - Bearings, - Radiators, -Oil,
- Wheels, - Plastic, - Clutch & washers. - Chemicals,
- Hydraulic lift & pumps. - Pipes, - Rod, - Bushing,
- Steel construction. - Filters, - Connecting elements. - Cables
- Electrical equipment.
This necessitates the usage of very differentiated raw materials like plastic, 
metal, glass, textile, rubber, and electric-electronic equipments. In these sectors, there 
are 1304 suppliers (OSD, October 1994) in Turkey. 693 of these suppliers are working 
with just one factory, whereas 252 of them are working with two. Although the number 
of suppliers is 1304, the main production activities are carried out by only 20% of 
these suppliers.
When a comparison is carried out in terms of number of suppliers per factory in 
the automotive industry , it is seen that the number in Europe is 442 (TMMOB, 
November 1993) which is higher than the number in Turkey which is 205 (OSD, 
October 1994).
Table 1 - Number of suppliers in Turkey and Europe in the automotive sector
(1992) Production Number of Number of Production /
Companies Suppiiers/Company Supplier
TURKEY 265,242 15 205 86
EUROPE 13,069,032 9 442 3285
Although this generally states that Turkey is better in terms of supplier usage 
efficiency, it is not the case. The percentage of single-source components is 23.4% in 
Turkey whereas it is 32.9% in Europe. Also, the percentage of just-in-time delivery is 
2.4% in Turkey which is lower that the Europe percentage of 7.9% . In addition, the 
production volume of the suppliers in automotive industry of Turkey is much lower 
than the ones in Europe. Therefore, there exist an economies of scale problem for 
suppliers in Turkey.
In addition, in the economic environment of Turkey, it is more important to get 
the most suitable suppliers in order to be competitive. So that, the choice of a supplier 
is the most crucial concern in the purchasing process. Therefore, in the automotive 
industry where many suppliers are involved, purchasing has the task of reducing the
number of suppliers to a workable group. In order to manage this, a selection process 
should be carried out. So, selection of suppliers, which is the basis of procurement in 
order to get the best sources of supply for their needs takes great importance. To get 
the best sources of supply for their needs, buyers may make choices from among a 
number of equally eligible sources. Therefore, the problem is evaluation and
selection of suppliers.
In order to manage such a selection, a system can be designed. Therefore, 
there is a need for the design of a supplier evaluation and selection system which will 
be the basis of a selection process. It is obvious that in such a system, some criteria 
should be identified. It is very important to choose the best suitable criteria for avoiding 
any wrong decisions. Then the problem of a multi criteria decision making occurs 
which is not trivial to solve. Therefore, the system will be a decision support system.
Design and establishment of this decision support system is carried out in a firm, 
Turk Tractor Factory (TTF), where also, the application stages are carried out. So that, 
the aim of this thesis is to design a computer-based information system for the 
evaluation and selection of suppliers of TTF which operates in the automotive sector.
Established in 1950 with the name of “Minneapolis Moline Türk Traktör ve Ziraat 
Makinaları A.Ş.”, TTF has produced more than 320,000 tractors and agricultural
machines. It is one of the oldest automotive companies, where it is the first in tractor
manufacturing. It has a capacity of 22,500 tractors/year. Nearly 83% of the sales of 
TTF is spent on purchased material and components where 60% of them are 
domestic parts.
Currently, the evaluation and selection of suppliers are carried out by the 
managers of related departments depending on their experience with the suppliers. 
Unfortunately, there is no information system to support the decision process. So, the 
system will crash if any of the managers leaves the company and, of course, it is 
questionable how good the current decisions are.
Such an information system is planned to be used in two ways in the company; 
ranking suppliers and organizing some motivational activities to encourage them for 
better performance and selection of suppliers for manufacturing specific components 
(make-or-buy decision). When the rapidly changing environment of Turkey and the 
instabilities are taken into consideration, a system for evaluation and selection of 
suppliers is necessary for TTF in order to be competitive in such an environment.
The study involves the suppliers of TTF that are working in Turkey which supply 
direct parts. Direct parts are the parts that are used exactly in the end product, tractor 
Materials are disregarded in this work since they are generally monopolies in Turkey 
This system will help to increase the speed and accuracy while decreasing the 
subjectivity due to dependency of people in selecting the suppliers. Working with the
right domestic suppliers and monitoring their performances will result in improved 
competitiveness for TTF since 60%  ^ of total sales is spent on direct parts that are 
purchased in Turkey.
The thesis proceeds in the following manner. In Chapter II, the existing literature 
in this area is examined. In Chapter III, the methodology in carrying out this study is 
explained. In Chapter IV a brief presentation of TTF is made and the existing suppliers 
are presented. In Chapter V my findings about the current ordering and procurement 
system is provided and the identification of criteria used in the study are identified and 
evaluated. I conclude with Chapter VI.
While calculating this ratio the income and purchase figures of 1993, 1994 and first 8 months o f 1995 
are taken into consideration. However, these numbers cannot be stated explicitly due to the preference of  
the company.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Up to now, it is emphasized that supplier selection is the most important 
milestone in the purchasing process. Additionally, the selection must be reviewed 
periodically to see that it remains sound as time alters the operating situation. 
Whatever the usage is, a decision at the end of an evaluation should be made.
The functional structure of a framework for evaluation and decision making can 
be seen in Figure 2. In such a system, there are two points for decision : identification 
of criteria that will be the basis of evaluation and identification of the method of multi 
criteria evaluation. It is obvious that the success of the system depends on the
performance in selection of the criteria and the method.
1. Identification of Criteria
In order to identify the criteria, first the definition of a criterion should be 
noted. Criterion is a “tool” allowing to compare alternatives according to a particular 
“significance axis” or a “point of view” (Roy, 1985).
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Figure 2 - The functional structure of a technology for multicriteri evaluation and 
decision-making
Source: Danev, Slavov and Mettev, 1989
When it is defined more precisely, a criterion is a real-valued function g on 
the set A of alternatives, such that it appears meaningful to compare alternatives, 
such as a and b, according to a particular vision on the sole basis of the two numbers 
g(a) and g(b) (Bouyssou, 1990). In a multiple criteria approach, the analyst seeks to 
build several criteria using several points of view. These points of view represent the 
different axes along which the various perspectives are brought together.
When building a criterion, it should be kept in mind that it is necessary for all 
the parties of the decision process adhere to the comparisons that will be concluded 
from the model (Current, 1994). This implies a number of important consequences:
-  The points of view underlying the definition of the various criteria should be
understood and accepted by all the stakeholders.
-  Once a point of view has been defined and accepted, the method allowing to arrive 
at the evaluation on the criterion should be also understood and accepted by all the
parties of the decision process.
The choice of a particular way to build a criterion must also take into account the
quality of the “data” used to build it.
When the criteria that are in use are analyzed it is seen that there are really 
many. Although there are some basic criteria used in any industry, some varies
depending on the specifications of the job.
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With the reasons of wanting best suppliers for the job and wanting to use the 
suppliers available to best advantage, librarians have done many surveys on 
determination of criteria. Some stated a variety of criteria, whereas, some put forward 
only limited number. According to P.Roberts (Roberts, 1994), the criteria are: 
reliability of supply, speed of supply, cost, diligence in chasing older orders, frequency 
and informativeness of status reports, ability to meet urgent requests, handling of 
problems, smooth accounting, freedom from trouble, ability to provide value-added 
service, ability to meet special requests, ability to communicate with clients. However, 
since the order system in concern is manual it is impossible to take all these criteria 
into account for evaluation. Therefore, Roberts chose the criteria of reliability, speed of 
supply, and cost and designed data collection worksheets. The historical performance 
is also followed up in this system.
In contrast to Roberts, although P.G.Kent (Kent, 1994) deals with an 
automated order system he prefers to specify less criteria such as: number of orders; 
average price; number and % of completed orders; and delivery time. Since it is an 
automated system it has the advantage of following all the orders rather than the
samples as Roberts does.
Another identification of the criteria by J.L.Gordon (Gordon, 1994) is: supply 
time, quality of delivery, receipt, supply, order canceled, price, commitment and 
expenditure. In this paper, he also put forward the advantages and disadvantages of
12
the evaluation system. He sees the evaluation system a professional way to approach 
the business of supply. However, he stated that it is a labor intensive, slow, and time
consuming job.
Other than these researchers working on library applications, there are some 
other studies. G.J. Zenz (Zenz, 1981), in his studies summarizes the supplier 
evaluation criteria as: ability to provide desired quality, quantity, price, and service. 
Quality refers to the suitability of an item for its intended purpose; therefore, it must 
be evaluated by considering how the product is to be used (Zenz, 1983). Quantity 
concept has also a specialized meaning, referring not only to the total amount required 
but to the schedule according to which the goods must be received. According to 
Zenz, price does not mean much if it is isolated from the other concepts. A price is 
good only if the item supplied has the desired quality and quantity and is 
accompanied by sufficient useful services. Service is often an intangible factor in 
supplier evaluation, including such issues as location, reserve capacity, technical 
assistance, quality control procedures, production assurance, and labor and financial 
stability (Zenz, 1984), which is measured by some well-known financial ratios.
In one of the related books (Fearon, Dobler, Killen, 1993) H.E.Fearon, 
D.W.Dobler, and K.H.Killen stated some examples of criteria for evaluation as: quality, 
quantity, price, distribution, long-term availability, and of course, service but they do
not emphasize any of these.
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S.F. Heinritz, P.V.Farrell, and C.L.Smith put forward a different approach than 
the other researchers. In their book (Heinritz, Farrell, Smith, 1986) they prefer to form 
evaluation categories. These categories are: company, products, service and sales 
personnel. In each of these categories there are some criteria depending on the 
category. Some examples can be stated as capacity and financial strength of 
company; quality, price, packaging, uniformity, and warranty of products; deliveries 
and conditions of delivery; and knowledge of sales personnel. An example of a 
vendor rating report can be seen in Appendix 1.
2. Method of Evaluation
After determining the criteria, the next step will be the determination of the multi 
criteria evaluation method. Here, it should be noted that the problem is a discrete
alternative situation. Now. the problem takes the form of ; Max { z^fxi), ZjfXt), .... Zp(Xt)
), w hirias Xt is one oi th© suppliers and Zi represents the f  Griterion. 1! there exists
any X such that Z|(x ) >  z,(Xt) for all other i and t, x ' is the ideal solution for the
problem. However, generally the situation is not like that. Thus, the solution of the
problem is much more complex.
Then the problem becomes a utility maximization problem. Utility is a measure of
the total worth of a particular outcome; it reflects the decision maker’s attitude toward
14
a collection of factors (Anderson, Sweeney and Williams, 1991). Expressing the value 
of an outcome in terms of its utility permits the use of expected utility to identify the 
most desirable decision. It is used in cases where expected quantitative value does 
not lead to the most preferred decision alternative. Then when the utility function is
expressed with u the problem becomes Max u( Zi(Xj), Z2(Xi)..... Zp(Xj)). Three types
of operational approaches for multiple criteria decision analysis can be distinguished 
according to C.A.B. Costa (Costa, 1990) : outranking, value and utility theory, and 
interactive approaches.
The outranking approach consists first in building, on the set of actions, a 
relation (called outranking relation) to represent the solid part of the preferences of the 
decision-maker; this relation is not necessarily transitive nor complete. The second 
step is the exploitation of this relation in order to help the decision-maker in his choice.
sorting, or ordering problems.
In value or utility operational approaches, the partial preferences modeled by the 
multiple criteria are aggregated in a unique function measuring the overall preferability 
of each alternative. In contrast to the outranking approach, the corresponding 
preference relation is always complete and transitive. Linear programming applications 
can be an approach to determine the form of u as it is the case in the researches of
W.D.Cook and D.A.Johnston (Cook, Johnston, 1992).
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When utility theory and analytical hierarchy processes are taken into 
consideration, it is seen that the problem is same in both (Vargas, 1989). Although the 
problem is almost identical, the assumptions are quite different. In utility theory, one 
deals with the outcomes of the actions. Thus the probability distributions of the 
outcomes play a significant role in the evaluation of alternatives. In the analytical 
hierarchy process (AHP), the likelihood of occurrence of the outcomes may change 
from attribute to attribute. So, AHP is a popular way of evaluating discrete alternatives. 
Hence we deal with the alternatives rather than the probability distribution of their 
outcomes.
Interactivity in multiple objective programming can be mentioned since 1971. 
The basic assumptions of this approach are as follows (Steuer, 1986):
-  decision maker (DM) can compare two alternatives.
-  there exists a utility function in conformity with DM,
-  the general form of the utility function is known.
DM compares the two alternatives and according to his choice and specifications 
of utility function the alternatives are adjusted. This goes on until only an alternative 
remains. One of the most recent and successful decision support systems for multi­
objective linear programming is Visual Interactive Goal Programming (VIMDA) 
(Korhonen, 1988). Two main characteristics of VIMDA, which was developed by
16
Pekka Korhonen, are: the fact that the DM does not have to specify the model 
precisely to solving the problem and the interactive use of computer graphics.
The last decision about the supplier evaluation and selection system is whether 
the system should be manual or automated. Although this is directly influenced by the 
available information system of the company it is obvious that the automated system 
has many advantages. The advantages of the automated system can be listed as :
-  can view everything rather than samples if it is manual,
-  more respectability, authority, and accuracy.
-  availability of up-to-date data.
-  data available on demand without requirement of any manual project.
-  internal accountability.
Despite of all these advantages, there exists some disadvantages. There can be 
a lack of selectivity. The available data may not be in the desired format and it does
not simplify for the nonexistent suppliers.
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METHODOLOGY
After making the literature survey, the methodology for the development of the 
system is decided. In this thesis there are two stages. First one is the establishment of 
the system which is the theoretical part. And the second part is the application phase 
where the established system will be put into action.
In deciding the methodology for the first part, I take the structure that Danev 
(Danev, 1984) puts forward as a guideline. As a first step, since this is an evaluation 
system the criteria for evaluation would be determined. While determining the criteria, 
the literature will be combined with the knowledge and experience of the working 
people. It is very important that the criteria are not many in number but bring the right 
point of view. After determining the criteria, they would be stated in quantitative terms. 
Formulas for rating the suppliers vary in complexity, depending on the competition 
within the supplying industry and the expected quality of support from the system. At 
this point, the constraints would be taken into consideration, and the applicability of 
the system would be considered. Then according to these formulations the 
requirements would be determined. Both technical and information necessities should 
be fulfilled in order to obtain a functioning system.
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In such a system that covers many different areas of interest, the way that 
should be followed in the application phase is very important in order to make the 
system live. Realizing this, from the beginning of the study the involvement of all the 
stakeholders in the study and all the decisions is tried to be secured. In order to 
perform this, a team is organized which involves all the partners at the highest level to 
make the deciding process easier. Also, the engineers and the technical people are 
planned to get involved in the meetings. Rather than deciding on something and 
putting forward this for application, the theoretical knowledge is provided at the 
simplest level and the topic would be opened to discussion. So that, the decisions 
would appear as a decision of the team. Therefore, the application would be much 
more easier. Also, by this way the responsibility is shared.
Applying such a methodology is contributive both for sharing the experience of 
people and making the application more easier. As a result, the system is healthier
than it could otherwise be.
19
IV. TURK TRACTOR FACTORY and SUPPLIERS
The studies about the supplier evaluation and selection system is carried out in 
Turk Tractor Factory. It is beneficial to give some information about the company and
its suppliers at this point.
1. History of Turk Tractor Factory
“ Minneapolis-Moline Türk Tractor ve Ziraat Makineleri A.Ş. ” was the country’s 
first tractor plant, established in Ankara in 1954. The company had various Turkish 
partners, besides Minneapolis-Moline Co. The aim of the partnership was the 
production and distribution of Minneapolis-Moline tractors and other agricultural 
machines and tools. In 1963, a license agreement was signed with Fiat when 
Minneapolis-Moline stopped the production of low and medium power tractors. At that 
time Egemak Company, which was the sales representative of Fiat Group, assembled 
180 tractors. The name of the company was changed to “Türk Tractor ve Ziraat 
Makineleri A.Ş.” in 1967. In 1969, Koç Group bought 30% of the company. In 1977, 
Trakmak was founded to distribute the finished goods and make after sales service. At 
the end of 1991, Koç Group increased its shares to 75%. Other 25% belongs to 
Fiatgeotech S.P.A.
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The company brought new dimensions to the “modernization in agriculture, 
mechanization in agriculture” movement launched by the great leader Atatürk. Türk 
Tractor with a license agreement, took an important part in meeting the country’s 
tractor demand.
The plant is established over an area of 280,000 sq. meters in Ankara , and its 
covered area is 5,0000 sq. meters. The annual production capacity is 22,500 in two 
shifts, the largest production capacity in the country.
2. Organizational Structure of Turk Tractor Factory
The company, that has the organizational chart submitted in Appendix 2, has a 
functional organizational structure. There are three vice general managers who are 
responsible for technical, financial and commercial affairs. They are as usual 
coordinated by a general manager. Under the authority of technical vice general 
manager, there are two production and productivity coordinators, who are supervising 
fifteen different departmental managers. Besides, there are three departmental 
managers under the vice general manager of financial affairs , and also, four under 
the head of commercial group. In addition, personnel and information processing 
centers are directly connected to the general manager. In all these departments, a
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total of 1192 people are working. 192 of these people are working at the offices where 
the proficiency areas can be seen in Appendix 3.
Commercial group is responsible from all the purchasing activities of TTF. The 
departmental division is according to the origin of supply: domestic or foreign, and the 
specification of the supplied thing; whether it is a part that is directly used in tractors or 
it is a material or an indirect equipment. According to this there are three departments 
that are responsible from the purchasing operations: ‘Parça Temin Müdürlüğü’ which 
carries out the purchasing activities of direct parts from domestic suppliers; ‘Malzeme 
Temin Müdürlüğü’ that is responsible for supplying materials and the indirect parts 
from domestic sources and finally, ‘Dış İşlemler Şefliği’ where there are two chiefs that 
one carries out similar activities with ‘Parça Temin Müdürlüğü’ and the other with 
‘Malzeme Temin Müdürlüğü’ but from the foreign sources of supply. In addition to 
these departments there is ‘Fiyat Analiz Müdürlüğü’ that determines the prices for 
domestic direct part suppliers. These departments are responsible for determining the 
suppliers, deciding the amounts for each firm, deciding the prices and bringing the 
necessary parts and equipment that is ordered by the Production Planning 
Department. In all of these purchasing departments 29 people are working (See 
Appendix 4).
When quality operations are analyzed, it is seen that 96 people work under four 
managers that are directly related to these activities (The details can be seen in
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Appendix 4). Except one of the quality departments, all others is divided according to 
where quality control is carried out. ‘Giriş Muayene ve Labaratuarlar Müdürlüğü’ 
makes the quality control at the receipt of materials and parts; ‘Üretim Muayene 
Müdürlüğü’ is responsible for the quality at the production level; and ‘Montaj Muayene 
Müdürlüğü’ carries out the quality control activities at the assembly and final levels. 
The exception is the Quality Assurance Department which carries out general quality 
activities from writing control charts to determining the sample plans.
The marketing operations of TTF is held by a separate company under Koç 
Group, Trakmak. The demand structure investigated by Trakmak comes as an input to 
TTF. There are 177 white-collar and 745 blue-collar employees in Trakmak. Among 
the white-collar employees, 52 are engineers, 23 of them are directors. Besides, there 
are 19 technicians and 8 management trainees. There are clear cuts in the functions 
that the departments are performing, but the borders of the processes are not so 
clear. This causes some of the jobs to fall in-between the two or three departments.
3. Suppliers of Turk Tractor Factory
There are 4000-5000 parts on average in a tractor which is in 36 very different 
production activities that are mentioned in Chapter I, changing from electrical 
instruments to engines and paints. It is obvious that in such a wide range of expertise 
a firm itself cannot be sufficient to do everything by itself. This increases the
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importance and power of suppliers in the sector. By suppliers, we mean all the 
companies where raw materials, parts, and services are purchased.
When the sales percentages are analyzed, it is seen that nearly 83 % of the end 
product in TTF is purchased from suppliers. This brings the issue of high dependence. 
TTF is working with a total of 190 direct part and material suppliers where the 
distribution can be seen below:
Table 2 - The distribution of suppliers in TTF
Number of suppliers DIRECT PARTS DIRECT MATERIALS
DOMESTIC 142 13
FOREIGN 32 3
In Turkey, the suppliers of tractor industry are generally, common to the 
automotive sector. When the high production volumes of the automobile industry is 
taken into consideration, it is obvious that tractor sector has not a high power over 
these common suppliers. These are generally the raw material suppliers and some 
part suppliers. The common property of these are: they are big companies like 
Erdemir, Döktaş, Grammar and they are generally the only producer. This brings the 
problems that are faced in monopolies. It should be mentioned here that some of 
these companies iike Döktaş, Tekersan, and Make are also in the Koç Holding group 
as TTF.
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The other group of suppliers are small ones that work only with the tractor sector 
or just TTF. Although you have more power on these suppliers they have more 
problems. They are generally not institutionalized and this is the main reason for many 
problems. They sometimes lack management and engineering expertise.
Other than these domestic suppliers there are foreign suppliers too. The reasons 
for these are wide. Since Türkiye has still can not satisfy all the technology, the 
production is still foreign dependent in some parts. Secondly, since TTF is working 
with a license agreement with Fiat and they have 25% share in the company they 
want to sell something from Italy. In addition to these sometimes price and quality 
becomes important and the foreign suppliers that are better in quality and cheaper in 
price are preferred. Also, they are brought as an alternative for the monopoly 
producers.
As it was told above, TTF is working with 190 suppliers. Among them 174 are 
part suppliers where 32 of these are foreign suppliers. However, any one part is not 
supplied from one supplier generally. Due to the problems faced, if possible at least 
two suppliers in any part is preferred. Fortunately, the number of suppliers for each 
part is tried to be decreased. This will be beneficial both for the company and the 
suppliers. Since the production volumes are not high, if there are more than one 
supplier total order for one will not be enough. In addition to these, the switching costs
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from one supplier to the other are also high since the technology should be thought 
and the molds are made again and all of these should be waited. There is no
guarantee for the result.
Realizing all these facts, when it is thought that there are 1000 suppliers (TOBB, 
1994) in the automotive sector in Turkey and many other ones abroad, the 
importance of selection gains great importance. However selection is not enough, also 
there is a need for monitoring the performance of the existing suppliers and taking 
action if something goes wrong. By performing both, the number of suppliers can be 
optimized and the load of work can be minimized. On the other side, suppliers can 
achieve economies of scale and better contact and control of suppliers can be
achieved.
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V. SUPPLIER EVALUATION and SELECTION SYSTEM
In order to establish a supplier evaluation and selection system that will be most 
beneficial and used widely, previous to any work, the existing ordering and 
procurement system which the new system will be based on is analyzed.
1. Existing Ordering and Procurement System
As it was mentioned above, the marketing activities of TTF is carried out by an 
independent company called Trakmak. It is also a Koç Group company with 100% 
capital. Trakmak carries out all the sales of tractors and spare parts in the domestic 
market. The sales role of TTF is at export tractors where the activities are carried out 
by the sales department. However, the Trakmak orders take the greatest share in the
sales of TTF with 90%.^
Trakmak makes the order of a year at the end of the previous year. Then it 
states the orders of following 3-months where the orders of first 2-months are fixed 
and the last month order can be changed. Each month this 3-month orders are
 ^This is the percentage o f sales to Trakmak to the total sales o f TTF. The numbers cannot be stated 
explicitly due to the Company requirements.
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directed to TTF. In the export case the orders are set at the beginning of a year. 
However, whatever the case there exist some problems in fixing the orders due to the
specifications of market.
The tractor market carries out large variations from year to year. As it can be 
seen in Appendix 5, the production volume can change from 13,000 to 45,000 in only 
5 years. Due to these production volume variations in the sector, also, the number of 
companies in the sector can change from 8 in 1980’s to 2 in 1990’s. Therefore, the 
production volumes for each company show great variations. Therefore, it is not 
surprising to realize the difficulty of forecasting yearly demand. In addition to that, it is 
hard to fix the monthly demands especially for the domestic market. Because of these 
large variations, although Trakmak should fix the orders of the next 2 months, it 
sometimes even change the orders of the existing month.
Production Planning Department of TTF is responsible to receive these orders 
and prepare the master plan according to these orders at the end of the previous year. 
Then according to the 3-month plans the monthly production plans are set. However, 
all the changes are reflected when it is necessary. If there are large changes, the 
master plan is revised. According to these plans, the material and part requirements 
are determined. These requirements are grouped according to the departments and 
send to related ones (The flow can be seen in Appendix 6 ).
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As a result, each department receives a list of the materials and parts that it is 
responsible to supply. Upon receiving the requirements, the purchasing departments 
determine the suppliers that they will work with. Taking into account the current 
suppliers that they work they determine the portion of orders paying attention to work 
with alternative sources of supply at the same part. In doing this, the managers of 
these departments consider their experience with these firms. As it can be guessed, 
since the process is not based on scientific and numerical values, the selection is 
subjective depending on people. The proportion of orders for each firm can change 
depending on who the decision maker is. According to these portions, the order for 
each supplier is determined and send.
While sending these orders to suppliers, the specifications of the required items 
should be also declared. This should be given great importance especially if it is the 
first time that this order is given to the company. The specifications can be stated by 
the help of technical drawings, contracts, control plans, sampling plans, etc. In 
addition, any change in any of these should be immediately reflected to the suppliers. 
Also, these revisions should be followed. However, it is detected that in the application 
there are some problems in supplying these to the suppliers. It is seen that there is 
lack of coordination, especially, reflecting the revisions to the suppliers. This means 
that suppliers can have wrong information while producing.
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Prior to sending the orders, a purchasing contract is signed at the beginning of 
each year between two parties where it is stated that the order of coming two months 
is fixed. According to the orders and knowledge at hand, suppliers make their 
production. At this stage, the prices are determined with some meetings and cost 
analysis are carried out by the Cost Analysis Department in supplying the domestic 
parts. The orders are delivered by the suppliers according to the contracts and
delivery plans.
The parts and materials that arrive at TTF are unloaded at the entrance stock 
area by the Production Planning Department and a receipt form is created on the 
computer stating the number of the part and the company it comes from. Then these 
are received by the ‘Giriş Muayene ve Labaratuarlar Müdürlüğü’ (GML) . These parts 
are controlled according to the quality control plans (See Appendix 7) that are 
prepared by the Quality Assurance Department. In these plans, the dimensions and 
the specifications to be measured are stated. In order to make the right 
measurements, these should be based on the technical drawings (See Appendix 8) 
and technical contracts (See Appendix 9). On these plans, also, the sampling groups 
are stated. These groups determine which sampling plan (See Appendix 10) that is 
also prepared by the Quality Assurance Department will be applied to the part.
When a part arrives at TTF, the parts are unloaded at the stock area. Depending 
on the code of the part that is stated on the package, its control plan is found.
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According to the sampling group on the plan, the sampling plan is selected and the 
necessary number of parts are taken as samples for each specification. Then, due to 
the specifications stated, the measurements are carried out. Each measurement is 
checked if it is within the acceptable limits or not. Following this, it is checked if the
number of defective parts are in the acceptable limits.
If the number of the defective parts in the sample is within the acceptable limits, 
the parts are accepted and directed to the warehouse. Here, they are counted by the 
Production Planning Department and stocked for the future usage.
There is an other situation where the parts are permitted to be used. This occurs 
when the parts are not in the acceptable limits but there are no functional problems. In 
this case, it should be defined whether the part has functional problems or not. After 
defining the problem, a special permission is necessary by the Engineering, Quality, 
and Purchasing Departments in order to use the part. These parts are accepted 
conditionally. When the definition of conditional acceptance is searched, it is found 
that a part from a particular supplier can be accepted conditionally only once. But in 
the current application in TTF, it is seen that some parts have conditional acceptance 
every time they are delivered.
If the part is still not accepted in any way, it is rejected. However, it is questioned 
whether there is an urgent need for the part. If there is not, the parts which are
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shipped back to the supplier are called as returns. But if there is an urgent need, there 
are two choices: one is the selection which is called ‘seçme’ and the other is the 
regaining operations called ‘kurtarma’. Both of these operations require the approval 
of the Engineering, Quality, and Purchasing Departments similar to the conditional
acceptance.
As it was told above the coming lots are controlled with the chosen samples. 
However, if the part has an urgency for the production and it is decided to carry a 
selection operation for the parts, the lot is controlled 100%. And the fitting parts are 
separated from the others and sent to the warehouses whereas the others are 
returned to the supplier. If the decision is to apply a regaining operation, the problem 
in the parts are detected and an operation is decided in order to remove the problem. 
According to this operation the parts are revised and again send to the quality control. 
The parts which are within the acceptable limits are sent to the warehouse and the 
others are shipped to the supplier. The parts that arrive at the warehouse are counted 
and stocked by the Production Planning Department.
In all these stages, the number of the rejected parts are entered into the 
computer by GML whereas the total number of parts are entered by the Production 
Planning Department. It should be kept in mind that selection and regaining operations 
are applied to the rejected parts where the number of these are also entered by GML. 
In addition to that, the conditionally accepted parts are entered. However, since these
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parts are at last accepted they are not seen as rejected parts. The receipt form is 
closed at the warehouses where the fitting parts are calculated as the total minus the 
rejected parts that are entered by GML. The state of an arriving part can be identified 
from the receipt forms as can be seen in Appendix 11 . This is a three copy form 
where two are sent to the purchasing department who then posts one of these to the 
suppliers. This is the form where the suppliers can follow their performance.
The parts that are stored in the warehouses are directed to production or 
assembly according to the coming requests. These activities are carried out and also 
controlled by different departments. At different levels of production/assembly and at 
the end there exist quality control points. If some problems are detected, the 
responsible person of production/assembly, GML and production quality control or 
assembly quality control depending on the existence point, come together and 
question whether the problem occurs due to the production/assembly or not. If it is, 
the parts are scrapped. But if not it is searched who sent the part and the parts are 
returned stating a return after the receipt. However, it is not easy to determine the 
source supplier since there is not a well-established system for tracing the parts.
All the above system is a brief summary of the whole ordering and procurement 
system of TTF including all the related activities of quality control.
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When it is thought that 80% of a tractor is comprised of purchased materials 
and parts, it is obvious that the end performance of a tractor highly depends on the 
performance of purchased materials and parts. So, the selection of suppliers and 
monitoring their performance gain great importance. Realizing this, a system of 
evaluation and selection of suppliers is designed where an application is carried out in
TTF for the domestic part suppliers.
2. Identification of Criteria
In identifying the criteria of evaluation, special attention is paid in order to 
establish the comparison of alternatives on the right basis. For managing this, the 
study of this stage is based on the literature survey that was carried out previously and 
the experience of the people in the company.
In order to benefit from the experience of people and carry out a widespread 
study, all the supplier related branches in TTF are determined. These include 
purchasing departments: ‘Parça Temin’, ‘Fiyat Analiz’; quality departments: ‘Kalite 
Güvencesi’, GML, ‘Üretim Muayene’, ‘Montaj Muayene’ and engineering department: 
‘Ürün Mühendisliği’ and ‘Üretim Planlama’. A team where the related areas come 
together is established. The main team consists of six people. The managers of the 
‘Kalite Güvencesi’, GML, ‘Fiyat Analiz’ departments and two engineers of the quality
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departments enter the meetings whereas the others take place when necessary based 
on to invitation of the main group.
Previous to the work with the team, three kind of studies are made. First, a 
list of the criteria that are stated on literature is prepared (See Appendix 12). And it is 
determined that although all the researchers express different criteria, it is seen that 
there are some criteria common to all: quality, on-time delivery, and price.
In addition to that, in order to take into consideration the expectations of 
customers, the market research that Trakmak carried out from September 1994 to 
February 1995 is taken into consideration. In this research, both the customers of TTF 
and the main competitor Uzel are analyzed. The main topic of the research is 
determining the preference criteria that customers use while deciding to purchase a 
tractor. According to this research, 30% of all the customers are conservative in their 
purchasing choice. As a result of this research, it is determined that while the other 
70% are deciding, they take into consideration the quality and the price of the tractors.
Later, two interviews are made with the Vice General Managers of Technical 
and Commercial groups. Technical Group Manager states that “Of course, quality is 
important. Flowever, in such a booming market like this year, it is very important not to
stop the assembly line and continue production.”
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In the interview with the Deputy Manager of Commercial Group, he states 
that “Although our tractors are known as high quality tractors and the market is 
climbing, we loose some customers due to our high prices.”
After learning all these facts, the team work with TTF is begun. The criteria 
list and the information gathered is presented to the team. Depending on their 
experience and taking into account the literature, the market research and the views of 
Deputy Managers three key points are determined as the basis of the evaiuation 
system: quality, delivery and price. In reaching this decision, one other thing to 
consider is keeping the number of criteria at the minimum level while having the 
optimal result in order to make the application easier.
i. Quality
When quality is decided as one of the criteria, the problem is to identify which 
aspects of quality should be taken into consideration and how to measure and 
compare these aspects. As it was explained above in the ordering and procurement 
system, there are three different phases where the quality control is carried out:
receipt, production, and assembly.
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When a part arrives at TTF, there are three possibilities at the beginning: 
acceptance, conditional acceptance and rejection. However, there is also the 
possibility of selection and regaining operations as can be seen below.
Figure 3 - The flow of parts in receipt quality states
Therefore, each of these should be reflected in the term that will be developed in 
order to quantify the quality of the arrival. In doing this, the experience of the quality 
managers and engineers is given importance. They define the right parts as the ones 
that conform with quality measures with no question. Thus, only the directly accepted 
parts and the accepted parts after the selection operation are considered as the right 
parts. All others including the acceptance after regaining operation and conditionally 
accepted parts are identified as the faulty parts.
After defining what conforms with quality measures and what does not, the 
formulation of the concept should be carried out. For a given supplier and a part, the 
formulation is decided as the ratio of right parts that arrive during a period over all the
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parts that arrive in this duration. However, it should be decided what the unit will be. It 
can be either the number of parts or the value of the parts. As a result of the 
discussions carried out, it is decided as the number of parts. The reason for this 
choice is based on the fact that whatever the value of a part is, it can cause the 
unquality of the end product. It does not make any difference whether it is a bolt or an 
engine. Therefore, the ratio which is called as the Quality Performance Index’ takes 
the following form for each part (p) and each supplier (s) in each period (t) where the 
time horizon is taken as months;
Quality Performance Index =
(P.s.t)
Total number of parts of type p shipped by supplier s 
during period t that are directly accepted and 
accepted after selection
Total number of parts of type p that 
arrive from supplier s during period t
This formulation is, also, used for the quality performance index of each supplier 
in each period where the total of all the parts shipped from supplier s in period t is 
considered. It is best for a supplier to have a quality performance index of 1 in each 
and all of its parts, since this means no quality problems are inspected at the 
acceptance level of TTF in any of the parts the company supplies.
In addition to the quality performance index which is related to receipt of the 
parts, there can occur some problems due to production and assembly. The quality
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problems related to the suppliers in production and assembly ends in similar 
operations which is the return of the parts to the supplier. Thus, there is no need to 
differentiate these two. The key term that should be considered is the return of the 
parts to the suppliers when production and assembly are considered. However, the 
direct ratio of returned parts at a period to the total number of parts that arrive at this 
duration is not enough. It is obvious that a part may not be used in the period it 
arrives. Therefore, the formulation is designed such that it becomes the ratio of 
number of returned parts of type p by supplier s to the total usage of this part p by 
supplier s in the same period. The usage is calculated as the product of the production 
of end products at this period and total usage of this part in these product and the 
order percentage of the supplier in this part. Then the formulation which is named as 
the Return Ratio’ is as follows:
Number of returned parts of part p 
by supplier s in period t
Return Ratio =
(p,s,t) Total production * Total usage of part p * Order percentage of supplier 
of tractors in t______in tractors__________ s for part p_____
This ratio informs what fraction of part p the company s supplies, cause returns 
in a period of production t taking into account the order percentages. Thus, it is 
obvious a ratio of ‘0’ is good for the suppliers which means no return of the company.
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Similar to the quality performance index , the return ratio of a supplier s in period t can 
be calculated by considering all the parts of supplier s.
By establishing these two formulations, quality problems are taken into 
consideration both at the acceptance and production stages. However, there is 
another dimension where the returns from the customers occur. Unfortunately, this 
dimension cannot be considered since there is lack of traceability.
ii. Delivery
The second key factor in determining the supplier performance is the delivery 
performance. In considering delivery two dimensions should be taken into 
consideration. First, the parts should arrive at the right time that it is ordered. 
However, this is not enough, they should be at the right quantity also.
It is seen that in quantifying the delivery performance, generally, number of lots 
are taken into consideration. However, it is seen that in TTF there is not a lot concept 
established but number of parts are followed. Therefore, it is decided to consider 
number of parts in the formulation. Thus, the delivery performance depends on 
delivering the right quantity at the right time.
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In order to eliminate complexity of the system, the two dimensions are combined 
in a single formulation. The formulation is established as the number of deviated parts 
times the number of deviated days divided by the total programmed consignment in 
the same period. The absolute value of the deviation days are taken into consideration 
whether the part arrives late or early. Therefore, the ‘Delivery Index’ where a value of
‘0’ is optimal is as follows:
Number of days, part p from * Number of parts, of type p from 
supplier s, deviates from the supplier s, deviates from the 
programmed day, in period t programmed number, in period t
Delivery Index = -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(p,s,t) Total number of parts of type p from supplier s
programmed for period t
Delivery index can be also calculated for each supplier s in each period t. In this 
case, deviation of all the parts that supplier s procure is considered.
iii. Price
The third key concept is price which is a more commercial concern that has a 
direct effect on the sales of TTF. As it was mentioned above the suppliers of TTF are 
distributed in a wide range in size. This affects their levels of institutionalization and of 
course, prices which are higher. However, the institutionalization brings some 
easiness which cannot be quantified. In addition to that, one of the performance
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measures of Purchasing Departments is the increases in price given to the suppliers 
when Koç Group makes an evaluation. So, rather than comparing the prices of 
different suppliers, the increases in their prices are compared with each other. This 
comparison is carried out both in Turkish Lira and American Dollars in order to make 
the comparison with the current increases in raw materials easier.
3. Evaluation of Criteria
After the criteria are determined, the problem becomes the choice of the multi 
criteria evaluation method for discrete alternatives. Although there are many ways for 
multi criteria decision making, these should be combined with the customer directions. 
Since in this case, customer is TTF, the system for evaluation should be designed
accordingly.
It is known that it is hard to determine the utility function in the methods that 
require it. Moreover, the system should be so easy that anyone can use it without 
having any knowledge about the multiple criteria decision making approaches.
Unfortunately, when the system of TTF is examined and discussed, it is seen 
that the importance of each criteria is changing from time to time. For example, in the 
year of 1994 when there was an economic crisis, the prices gain great importance, 
whereas on-time-delivery is more important in a year of booming market like 1995. So,
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the system should have a user interface where the importance given to each criteria 
can be changed. However, determining the importance factors is still a difficult 
problem and may end up in undesirable solutions if the right weights are not 
determined (Steuer, 1986).
Taking into account all of these, it is decided to evaluate all of these criteria 
independently. All the values will be presented to the decision maker separately where 
s/he can carry out comparisons. However, the availability of a system where all the 
factors are combined in a single form will be supplied. In this system, the decision 
maker will have the chance of giving the absolute weights to each criteria according to 
their importance in order to reach the adequate results. It is obvious that the system 
will be an automated system with a friendly user-interface for the decision makers.
4. Application
Up to now, the supplier evaluation and selection system that was developed with 
the contribution of TTF managers and engineers are explained. However, this is only 
the system part. As it is general to all the systems, the most difficult part in order for a 
system to be successful is putting the system into application. In each and every stage 
of the application, many difficulties are faced where the most important is the
resistance to the new system.
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As the work began, the quality departments claim that they expect about a 0.10 
of quality performance index. But, when the formulation was established at the current 
system a performance of 94.38% was faced (See Appendix 13) for a period of 3- 
months. There is a huge deviation between the numbers and the expectations of the 
experienced people. It is obvious that there is a problem somewhere. It is known that 
there is no problem with the formulation so the problem should be with the data
system.
Taking this fact into account, the database system is explored where all the data 
entry on the parts and their receipt quality performance is performed. First problem 
occurs due to the denominator of the quality performance index. Rather than total 
number of parts that arrive, the programmed parts are considered. So, this is changed 
by the number of counted parts at the warehouses.
Another deficiency of the system occurs since the number of directly accepted 
parts and conditionally accepted parts are not separated. Although there is 0.8% of 
conditional acceptance, when it is considered that some parts are accepted 
conditionally continually this is a small number. It is learned that quality control 
personnel are not told to enter the number of conditionally accepted parts since this 
quantity is not used anywhere. But they enter the number of defective parts in the 
sample they take, other than the directly accepted parts. In order to secure the
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entrance of the number of conditionally accepted parts, a control mechanism is 
established with the help of the Information System Department. Thus, no one can 
proceed in the system without entering the number of parts that are rejected or 
conditionally accepted if a defective number is entered.
As a result of this study the number of conditionally accepted parts has 
increased by a considerable amount. However, it is not possible to watch the reasons 
of conditional acceptance in contrast to the rejection. So, a system like in the case of 
rejection is established in order to inform purchasing department and of course, the
suppliers from the reasons.
In addition to that, the accepted parts after the selection operation cannot be 
differentiated from the other selection and regaining results since this is taken as good 
performance in the formulation. In the system, the fields of the database consist of 
counted number(N), conditional acceptance(CA), reject(R), selection(S), 
regaining(RG), reject after selection(RAS), reject after regaining(RAR), and scrap(SC). 
It should be taken into consideration that conditional acceptance after selection and 
regaining is not included in either CA, R, RAS, or RAR whereas RAR and RAS are 
included under R. However, in order to calculate the quality performance index there 
is a need to differentiate the acceptance after selection and conditional acceptance 
after selection. The reason is that although all of acceptance after regaining, 
conditional acceptance after regaining and selection are taken as the CA in the
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system, only the acceptance after selection should be considered as an acceptance. 
Therefore, a new field is added to the database. And this field is conditional 
acceptance after selection (CAAS) since GML is responsible to enter the CA which will 
be included under CA. Therefore, the quality performance index is calculated as 
{ N - CA -(R + RAS - S) } / N.
As it was explained above, the formulation is set up. However, there is an 
enormous drop when the first results are gathered from the system. Then it is begun 
to search for the reasons with the help of the quality managers. First thing we face is 
the strict sample plan used. It has an acceptable quality level of 0.6% which is 10% in 
Arçelik and 6% in Fiat. A study is carried out for a more flexible sampling plan.
The existing sampling plan is organized according to five levels depending on 
the importance of the parts. These levels change from ‘Critique’ to ‘Unimportant B’ as 
it can be seen at the top of the quality control plans in Appendix 7. However, it is seen 
that only three groups of sampling plans are used where there are actually five. When 
the reasons of this is analyzed, it is found that these are prepared for each planned 
group of parts according to their quality requirements. However, then the grouping is 
not carried out. Only 15.29% of all the parts and materials have a grouping. So, quality 
control operators are carrying their activities with the three strict groups depending on 
their performance. Therefore, a grouping is necessary and this should be taken into 
consideration while preparing the new sampling plan. At the end of the meetings
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carried out with the engineering department, it is decided to group the parts into two: 
the safety parts and others where exist 129 safety parts. Then the sampling plan is 
prepared with two groups and all the control plans of the parts are marked according 
to the groups of the parts.
In addition to all these, while marking the control plans, it is seen that only 22% 
of all the parts and materials have a control plan (See Appendix 14) in 3832 parts and 
materials. So, a study to complete all the parts are carried out. As a result, each of the
parts that are controlled have a control plan.
Unfortunately, there is another very important problem. During all these studies, 
some technical drawings have been found for which the copies at the hands of 
engineering department, quality department and supplier are different from each other. 
Although these are few in number, they can cause great problems. In order to 
eliminate this risk, a database where the revision dates of all are recorded is 
established. All the departments are assigned to enter the revision dates they have 
where the entry of the suppliers will be carried out by the purchasing department. 
However, in order to detect the current situation, the engineering and quality 
departments are working in themselves whereas the revision dates of the technical 
drawings that the suppliers have are asked with a letter.
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After carrying out all the above study in a period of five months, the quality 
performance index can be calculated correctly. But this does not mean a correct 
return ratio. In calculating the return ratio, there is a much more important concept that 
is not applied in TTF. As it was told previously, the returns included in the ratio occurs 
after the receipt forms are closed. So that, a problem of traceability occurs in 
determining the supply sources. The determination is carried out depending on the 
experience of people. Although the system of traceability is preferred, since this is a 
study of long period, it is just proposed. Other than this, since the related return 
numbers are entered by Production and Assembly Control Departments and all other 
necessary information is available in the system, there is no problem in establishing 
the ratio.
After establishing the quality performance index and return ratio, the study for 
establishing the delivery index is carried out. It should be noted here that since the 
ordering system is monthly in TTF, there is no need to consider the number of days 
that the delivery deviates. But it is important whether the part arrives at the stated 
month or not. Thus, the formulation becomes the total number of parts of type p from 
supplier s that do not arrive in the period t, although it is planned, divided by the total 
number of part p from supplier s planned for period t. The duration of period t is taken 
as a month since the production plans are carried out monthly.
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As it was explained previously, the ordering system of TTF fixes the orders of 
suppliers for the coming two months. However, these fixed orders can be changed 
due to the customer orders. This is not a direct responsibility of the suppliers but it 
shows the flexibility and adaptability of them. So, both of the orders should be 
considered in determining the delivery ratio but not in equal proportions. It is logical to 
give a higher weight to the deviations of the fixed orders. A percentage of 90% is 
given to the fixed orders whereas a 10% weight is given for the deviations of the 
orders. Although the deviations can be both positive and negative, the absolute 
values for each will be taken into consideration. However, in order to manage this, 
another field is added to the order system database in which the deviations are 
preserved. Thus, the delivery index has established.
The easiest section of the application of the system is the part related to price. 
All the prices of the parts for a period of 5 years are currently reachable. As the 
responsibility of entering the dollar value of each month is assigned and the 
formulation is established all the increases in the prices of the parts can be evaluated
easily both in TL and American Dollar basis.
At this point all the evaluation criteria are quantified. However, they are discretely 
presented. Although the system is like this, an optional part is designed where the 
decision maker can enter the weights of each ratio to be considered. Then all the 
information can be gathered in a single value where it is calculated as:
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Wi*(1-quality performance index) +W2*(return ratio) +W3*(delivery index) +W4*(price increase) 
where W|S are positive numbers between 0 and 1 where their sum equals to 1.
After finishing all this study, it is possible to evaluate the suppliers on four 
dimensions: quality performance index, return ratio, delivery index, and price 
increases. The first three of these are presented at each month to the suppliers (See 
Appendix 15) and at the end of six months with summary reports (See Appendix 16). 
The last is presented at the price negotiations with the suppliers. The feedback we 
gathered from the suppliers as a result of this system is really very important. They 
are stating that they can monitor their performance by the use of these and make 
improvements in order to increase their performances.
In addition to the results that comes from the suppliers, the system causes many 
improvements in TTF. All the quality, delivery, ordering and purchasing systems are 
pointed out. And a significant contribution is made especially to the quality control 
systems. An index to monitor the quality of the suppliers is established. Also, the 
accountability of suppliers in satisfying the deviating orders are measured. The price 
increases can be followed against the dollar which can be used as a control measure 
of pricing. In addition, the evaluation and selection of suppliers will be based on more 
strong grounds where the reasons can be explained easily. And it will be no more
people-dependent.
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VI. SUMMARY and RESULTS
It is known that 1970s was a decade of growth in scope and status of purchasing 
function. There is a gradual shift of purchasing from being a rather passive service to 
being active and participatory. That growth has continued into 1980s. The purchasing 
organization, one that makes a substantial contribution to the profitability and success 
of an organization, become a rule.
It is obvious that every manufacturing process requires materials, supplies, and 
equipment. In order to make production, the materials must be available and there 
must be assurance of a continuing supply to meet production needs and schedules.
In order to get the best sources of supply for their needs, buyers must make 
choices from among a number of sources which is the most crucial concern in the 
buying process. In addition, regular evaluation of the suppliers should be carried out to 
maintain satisfactory results. Realizing all these, in the context of this thesis, a system 
for supplier evaluation and selection is established. Also, a real life application is 
carried out in a manufacturing company in the automotive sector which produces 
tractors, Turk Tractor Factory. The suppliers of parts in Turkey are taken into 
consideration as the study proceeds.
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In order to manage this, literature related to suppliers, supplier evaluation and 
selection systems, and multi-criteria decision making is searched which is then 
combined with the experience of the managers and engineers of Turk Tractor Factory.
According to the study, the criteria of evaluation are determined as; quality, 
delivery, and price. These three criteria are quantified in four formulations. The quality 
performance index measure the quality of the parts at the receiving stage whereas the 
return ratio determines the quality of the parts that are delivered from the suppliers at 
the production stage. The delivery index identifies whether the parts are delivered at 
the right time and at the right quantity. The final formulation is monitoring the price 
increases. All these criteria are provided to the users independently whereas an 
optional system is provided to combine these by giving weights according to the 
importance of each.
As a result of this study, a supplier evaluation and selection system is provided. 
However, this is just an initial solution which will be possibly developed based on the 
feedback from the users of the system and all related parties. An obvious spot for 
improvement can be to provide more aid in evaluating the discrete alternatives using
multi criteria techniques.
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A P P  E  N  D  I С  E  S
A P P E N D  I X 1
EXAMPLE of a VENDOR RATING REPORT
VENDOR RATING REPORT
TOTAL PERFORMANCE 0.63* 32+ .69* 22 + 1.25 *18 + .48 * 29 = 71.76
COMPANY (.63)
Excel Good Fair Bad
PRODUCTS (1.25)
Excel Good Fair Bad
Size and Capacity 4 Quality 4
Financial Strength 3 Price 3
Operational Profits 3 Packaging 4
Manufacturing Range 4 Uniformity 3
Research Facilities 2 Warranty 4
Technical Service 3 Total 18 12 6
Geographical Locations 4 SALES PERSONNEL(.48)
Management 3 1.Knowledge
Labor Relations 3 His Company 3
Trade Relations 3 His Products 4
Total 32 12 18 2 Our Industry 3
SERVICE (.69) Our Company 3
Deliveries on time 4 2. Sales Calls
Condition on Arrival 3 Property, Spaced 4
Follow Instructions 3 By Appointments 3
Number of Rejections 4 3. Sales Service
Handling of Complaints 3 Obtain Information 3
Technical Assistance 2 Follow Orders 3
Emergency Aid 3 Handle Complaints 3
Total 22 8 12 2 Total 29 8 21
Source: Zenz, G.J. (1987). Purchasing and The Management of Materials. John
Wiley and Sons.
A P P E N D I X 2
ORGANIZATION CHART of TTF
ORGANIZATION CHART of TTF
PRODUCTION
COORDINATOR
PRODUCT ENGINEERING
PRODUCTION 
ENGINEERING II
PRODUCTION QUALITY 
CONROL
RECEIPT QUALITY CONROL
ASSEMBLY SHOP
ELECTRIC MAINTENANCE
HEAT TREATMENT
PRODUCTIVITY
COORDINATOR
PRODUCTION 
ENGINEERING I
QUALITY ASSURANCE
ASSEMBLY QUALITY 
CONROL
MACHINING SHOP
GENERAL MANAGER
MACHINE MAINTENANCE
GENERAL MAINTENANCE
PRODUCTION PLANNING
GENARAL ACCOUNTING
COST ACCOUNTING
FINANCE
VICE PRESIDENT 
TECHNICAL
VICE PRESIDENT 
FINANCE
VICE PRESIDENT 
COMMERCIAL
PARTS PROCUREMENT
MATERIAL PROCUREMENT
COST ANALYSIS
SALES
PERSONNEL
INFORMATION SYSTEM
A P P E N  D I X 3
PERSONNEL of TTF
1 #OF 
PERSONNEL
GENERAL MANAGER 1
VICE GENERAL MANAGERS 3
COORDINATORS 2
MANAGERS 22
BRANCH MANAGER 1
CHIEFS 24
ENGINEER 40
FORMEN 8
LEADER 2
OTHER 89
TOTAL 1 192
ENGINEERS 69
MECHANICAL 40
INDUSTRIAL 13 ENGINEER with MS 15
COMPUTER 4 ENGINEERS 54
METALURGICAL 7
AGRICULTURAL 1 MANAGER ENGINEERS 23
ELECTRONICAL 2 OTHER ENGINEERS 46
ELECTRICAL 1
PHYSICS 1
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE 16
TECHNICIANS 19
MANAGER TECHNICIANS 9
OTHERS 10
A P P E N D I X 4
PERSONNEL of PURCHASING and QUALITY DEPARTMENTS
PROFICIENCY
AREA
PURCHASING
PART MATERIAL COST
TOTAL PROCUREMENT PROCUREMENT IMPORTS ANALYSIS
DEPARTMANT DEPARTMANT DEPARTMANT
TOTAL 29 15 6 5 4
MANAGER 3 1 1 - 1
CHIEF 4 1 1 2 -
METALURGICAL ENGINEER 2 2 - - -
MECHANICAL ENGINEER 1 1 - - -
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER 3 - - - 3
OFFICER 17 10 3 3 1
QUALITY
ENTRANCE PRODUCTION ASSEMBLY QUALITY
TOTAL QUALITY QUALITY QUALITY ASSURANCE
DEPARTMENT DEPARTMENT DEPARTMENT DEPARTMENT
TOTAL 94 37 27 26 4
MANAGER 4 1 1 1 1
CHIEF - - - - “
METALURGICAL ENGINEER 3 3 - - -
MECHANICAL ENGINEER 8 1 2 1 4
OFFICER 3 3 - -
WORKER 80 30 25 25 "
A P P E N D  I X 5
TRACTOR PRODUCTION VOLUMES
TOTAL TTF
MASSEY
FERGUSON TXD .K HEMA BURTRAK Cumita$ International TÜMOSAN
- - - 1,650 -
- - - 1,740 -
- - - 2,402 -
- - - 3,433 -
- - - 2,737 -
- - - 2,106 -
- 2 0 0 - 2,307 -
600 480 - 1,240 -
1,640 1,015 207 1 , 1 0 0 -
2 , 0 0 0 2 , 1 1 2 1,370 975 -
3,355 3,123 4.189 603 18
4,035 2,967 956 1 2 1 142
2,600 384 661 44 -
675 - 327 1 -
1 2 - 113 - 1 1 2
650 * - - -
344 - - - -
57
- - -
-
-
- - -
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992 
199: 
19941
29,870
23,417
29,221
32,286
27.475
16,625
13,705
14,356
24,056
33,936
40,109
44,542
35,192
26,795
35,142
30,817
18,321
29.778
21,176
21,507
32,675
23,640
9,370
9,075
12,090
15,006
14,075
8,571
7,644
7,710
11,011
16,017
18,600
18,235
13,019
9,390
12,002
11,113
7,594
12,528
9,080
10,508
15,335
10,010
10,350
8,300
9,600
9,180
8,270
5,018
2,930
2,832
5,376
7,512
5,620
13,904
15,544
12,972
18,564
14,896
8,419
14,832
8,463
10,312
15,415
11,970
8,500
4,302
5,229
4.667
2,393
930
624
1,494
3,707
3,950
4,701
4,182
2,940
3.430
4,339
4,158
1,964
2,361
3,633
687
1,925
1,660
PRODUCTION VOLUMES BY COMPANIES
-TTF
-MASSEY FERGUSON 
T.Z.D.K 
-HEMA 
-BURTRAK 
-Qumita§
-International
-TÜMOSAN
TOTAL TRACTOR PRODUCTION
A P P E N D  I X 6
FLOWCHART of ORDERING and PROCUREMENT SYSTEM
TRAKMAK Tractor
orders
PRODUCTION
PLANNING
Master
Plan
Part orders
PURCHASING Selection
of
suppliers
Supplier
orders
SUPPLIER Orders Production Shipment
^  t
ENTRANCE 
QUALITY CONTROL
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OK? \  , 
Accepted
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RejectedC^
Conditional Acceptance
/T Írgení^s^^etura
Y / ^
PRODUCTON PLAN. 
RECEIPT
Unload
X (B^y
PRODUCTION
PLAN.
WAREHOUSE
PRODUCTION Selection/Regaining
operation
PRODUCTION 
QUALITY CONTROL
ASSEMBLY
ASSEMBLY 
QUALITY CONTROL

A P P E N D I X ?
QUALITY CONTROL PLANS (OLD/NEW)
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A P P E N D  I X 9
TECHNICAL CONTRACTS
1 Türk Traktör ön ve Arka 5?ekerlek (göbeği ile) Tarih;.j^^l,1985JAHT Sayf*»x/4
1 FORM :TÎI^.9.02350 Şartnamesi
о-
1- кони ТЕ и т а и Ь А И А ■ г . , . ,
, ' '»· ' '■* ' - - '■'·., ’■ "·’'■ ■/'( ■. ■ ·,.■
Bu şartüane« ürattigtals traktörlerin On re arka tekerlek jant~ lan İle ;)ant göbeklerinin inal at» шшуепе те kabul çartlanıu. kapeanaktadir.
2- TANIMblfi 
Tekerlek
Jant
Göbek
Flanş
Ofset
Jant Te diskin, lastiksiz, bağlanmış durumda, tek parça halindeki durumudur.
Tekerleğin, lastiğe destek olan elemanıdır.
Janta destek göreTi japan Te jantı poyra ya da 
aksa bağlayan elemandır.
Ekoenel yükleri karşılayan Te lastiklerin üzerine 
oturduğu yatakları oluşturan jant kenar uçlarıdır.
Göbeğin bağlama yüzeyi ile jant orta çizgisi ara*- 
sındaki uzaklıktır.
5- ÖZELLİKLER TE GEHEL ŞARTLİR
3.1- İşaretleme; Herbir tekerlek üzerine açık olarak Te sllin- meyeoek biçimde aşağıdaki Teriler İşaretlenecektir;
- İmalatçı firma ismi ya da ticari ûnTanı- Jant'ın tanımı (mm ya da İnç olarak)
- İmalat tarihi (ay-yıl)
3.2- İmalat, fr>yş« ölçü toleranslar; Parçalar teknik resim- lerinde belirtilen ölçü Ve toleranslara göre imal edilecek 
ve astar boyalı olarak teslim edilecektir. Koruyucu astar 
boya için 4,9.f paragrafına bakınız.
3.2.1- Göbekler jantlara (ön tekerlekler için) çekme day»- 
nımı 5^56 kg/nm2 olan bazik elektrotlarla kaynak 
edilecek kaynaklı kısımlar yeterli derecede ve 
sürekli olarak kaynak elektroduyla doldumimuş ola­
caktır. Kaynak yerinin muayenesi için paragrar 
fına bakınız.
3.2.2- İmalatçı Ölçü ve malzemeler üzerinde hiçbir değişik­lik yapamaz, Ibtedigi değişiklikleri yazılı olarak 
Türk Traktör'e bildirir ve yine yazılı olarak onay 
aldıktan sonra değişikliği uygulayabilir.
ö.ö- Malzeme; Besim üzerinde belirtilen ya da firma ile doğrudan görüşbirliğine Tânlarak belirlenen.malzeme kullanılacak­tır·« İkinci durumdai<^ firma malzemenin gerekli özellikleri­ni; (standart, şartname;T,:b·) bildirecek ve istendiğinde kullandiğı' ®el**'B®de'^ı «-ı - 4 s m  «ir;v:vs·
-^-«tî?‘e e k tir i· '’/·
·-· ■ -i-
, т ш '
Türk Traktör 
Foran : TÎŞ*9«0255C 15 ,11 .193^ ''^  2 /4
: P ftrgk lsnn  İmalindii^ pusBXT 
« M  FteçaüLSrd· Q«IMüc. ç«.il«Jc, eteiUk.
T.b.' slbl kcuBifirlar bul»l>MCf>>Mktar. Bitmiş parçalar TTŞ 
3066*7a e9x* k o rıiT ^u  7*6^1 yilglana.ea X tır»
3.5~ Türk JPraktSr Boayşn· ▼· Kalite Koatrol Şubeai yetkili ele· 
■anları imalctçilara 5nee<le& haber remedea parçaların 
İnalatı eaaaamda her türlü kontrolü yapabilirler. Bu 
durunda laalatçının İskanlarından yararlanılır.
4- HUAIENELER
4.1- Gözle Muyyene;
a) Supap Pelifti; Supap deliglnia lastik tarafındaki kenar- ları yuvarlatıİBiş veya ^ahı alınmış olacaktır. Jantın 
dış tarafındaki btş;>«p deliği kenarlan supaba zarar 
vermeyecek biçimde çapaktan arınmış olacaktır.
b) Jant ve göbegi ile kaynak bölgeleri; çapak, kabarma 
ve keskin köşelerden arınmış olacaktır. Lastiğin değme 
tlittIldhiJifilftj karıncalanma, kertik, çentik, kataerlenme, 
pullanma, ve kaplama hataları olmayacalttır.
Kaynak yüsevleri dus; çatlak, gösenak, metal sıçrama- 
Itarit ysaiIuAri 11« katişkı v« kabaram gibi lastiğin ianta tutunmasını bosmbilecek hatalardan arınmış, olma­
lıdır.
Kaynaklı bölgede Jant kenarları paralel olacaktır. Kabul 
edilebilir hatalar Şekil l’de belirtilmiştir. Kaynak 
yeri ve ölçüleri için resinde verilen bilgiler geçerli olacaktır.
Kabul edilmeyen hatalar
Keskin köşe
Kabul edilebilen hatalar
- i
ŞelcLlî 1
Türk Traktör
Form : TIŞ.9.0255C iS^OlAaİr^' 5 A
, i, ■ O ' ^ ·.»■
4»2^ fas4|«3UtntL T«,n«ıat«rİR st«agr«tıesi, balen jrOır&rtlIk^  
ta ^ X m  T0BİM -râ 4«rtıtiaBel«9r İla aksi ballMşUaedl^lafte . E9MK> aox*ona g$n> 7^ ıİHaai(t;;^ r·
4.3« n«i«aa«nin lcla;r«val niMkazıilt tt^Ilikl«!·!, aarak duyulibÇ' 
Ktmda kontral atbUaeaİtir. iatendiglııda» tenllaatoga ■aİBektaoln latanen Sealllklefiiıln teapitl içlb eavakli çar 
lıçaa^ 7-apacektzr.-
4,4- Jioruyucu Kpplananın Dayanına: A9agxda belirtilen koatrollar 
yapİJL acsuctır .
< t
DBNEl DHÜISY SONUÇLARI
, ŞARTRAMR., 
(Std.Sh.)
Kbnjyttcu Kaplgmanın yaprşJcanlzgı
Tarama (karasal çizikler) sonucu 
%5*in üzeıûndeki ayrılmaya müsaa­de edilmez. Karenin köşelerindeki 
çapak ayrıİBtaları kabul edilebi­lir.
50461
Boyanxn çizilmesin­
den sonra tuz püs­
kürtmeye dayanilc- 
lılık,
(200 saatlik Küre­
de)
Çizilmemiş yüzeylerde paslanma 
(korozyon) kabul edilmez. Kger 
varsa, çizilen battın 2 mm. yakınındaki alanı aşmayacaktır.
50985/01
Neme direnç 
(nemli odada 150 saat)
kâbazma ya boya 
tabakasında ayrılrta görülmeye- 
oaktir·
50474
HızlandorıİDOi ş hava şartlarına 
maruz bırakma
Renk değişimi ve tozlaşma ka­
bul edilmeyecektir. 50451
Mazota dayanım Matlaşma ve boya filminde 
ayrılma olmayacaktır. S
it 100 X 100 î 0,8 mn’lik deney parılası Std.Sh.. 5 W 5 ' e  güre 
hazırlandıktan sonra, 7 cm.lik bölümü 20 ♦ 23 deki mazotta 
48 saat bekletilir. Mazotun seviyesi deney boyunca sabit ^tul- 
malıdır.
Türk Traktör
Form : ITS¿9.02550
^•5“ C^bek^gnt Baftiantx K^ aTO»jtx payyıyaıtPoPOTİ? Göbok janttan taa olarak ayırana kkdar tafcarlega pir baâaa yükü uygula­
narak yapılu CŞafcil 2)
Şekil:2
Mesnet
4 .6 - Mekanik PaLYanıklıllk, R anajl:
Y0EU1^İA DENEYİ DETÎEY SONUÇLARI Şartname
Dinamik
Doom©
Deneyi
Hesaplanan tork nikt«rx ilo şartna-* 
meşinde belirtilen çevrim sa^sı 
tamamıanmadan önce bozulma görül­meyecektir.
6AE J267a
Dinandk
Eadyal
lomalma
Deneyi
Şartnamesinde belirtilen çevrim 
sayısı tamamlanmadan önce bozul­
ma görülmeyecektir. SAE J26?a
4.7- Parçaların %10’u raasal olarak seçilerek muayene edilecektir< Bn muayene sonunda kabul «dilen batalı parçaların hatalı 
oldukları 1 yıl içinde belirlenirse imalatçıya iade edilir.
4.8- Parçaların çap ve çevre ölçüleri ile» paralellik ve yalpa 
toleransları, Türk Traktör ve imalatçı firma tarafından 
aynı mastarlar kullanılarak muayene edilecektir.
Kaynaklar: v« '
PIAT Std.Sh. 9.02350 
SAE J 267 a
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SAMPLING PLAN
I-gs\
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I
Ú
h
TABLO 23 SIKI MUVıB-C :KÜ NLMUİC AUAA .^LA'II
NOT
Kaoul Fd ls J İr KaHe â^ikssk
0 126 ^ ~ l 0 50 11 3
Paıti 3tvolcIUgu Numıu)6 Kaıeinere^. Cyı^ Ak Smıftsnidsı
c -► - J-
NjıiHJ.ıe Top.Nunr. KbIh.1 Rdd İNunune Top.Nuııı KaİHJ. Red Nurnanı Top.Ni.ni. .<cbul Rii4
lîıuvtıkUd üüvOclüQ SavTsı Sıry.slİBDVUld0!l BlVUÉElij Saın?ı Smot BD/UUl Bo««k1uq Stvısı Stvısı
2-d ‘ ■Í.1WJ %100 D 1 SıUO %1Û0 0 1 9b10C %1D0
f
0 1
9-15 B itjc i ‘. i  100 %100 D 1 %1CÖ B^ IÛO 0 1 SV ---------^ 1
lûnci \
15-1*5 Bıtsci %1tM) %10D 0 1 %1Cö %ıoo 0 1 V 5 0
k iıc l
26^50 BiTiCİ %1Û0 0 1 22 32 0 1 5 0 1
Ikiıci
51-Ö0 BiYJCİ ‘-İ100 %100 0 1 22 32 0 1 12 13 0 2
k iıc t 12 26 1 2
91-·. 50 B JİjCİ '•bllKl TolOO 0 1 22 32 0 1 12 13 0 2
lünci 12 26 1 2
151-^30 B/YiCİ 12G 125 D 1 22 32 0 1 2( 20 0 3
kinci K 40 3 4
251-5*30 B itic i 125 125 0 1 22 32 0 1 31 32 1 4
kinci 31 84 4 5
501-12M 120 125 0 1 İO I 60 0 2 5( 50 2 D
lünci İO 160 1 2 5( 100 8 7
1201-3200 B ñ ic i 125 125 0 1 il) 80 0 2 0( 80 3 7
kkıct İD 180 1 2 8C 180 8 9
320MOOQO B jtıc l 126 125 0 1 125 125 0 3 12f 125 5 9
lünci 125 250 3 4 125 250 12 13
100;)1-55000 Birinci 215 315 0 2 2(0 200 1 4 20C 200 7 11
kkıci 215 830 t 2 2(0 400 4 5 20( 400 18 19
3SOJ1-150OOO B jtic l 215 315 0 2 315 315 2 5 315 315 11 16
lünci 215 630 t 2 315 830 6 7 315 330 26 27
15O3O1-500CO0 Brinol 51X1 500 0 3 5(0 500 3 T 315 315 11 16
lünci 5İM1 1000 3 4 5(0 1000 8 9 315 830 26 27
5OOC00 ne yuktns B jtıc l eM 800 1 4 0(0 800 5 9 315 315 11 16
lünci i-oo 1600 4. 5 0(0 1800 12 13 315 830 26 27
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RECEIPT FORMS
lü H
n
·
i t i l i
----- t · --------------------
TÜRK TRAKTÖR
J r  FABRİKASI I^ « C 2 ^ e  GİRİŞ RAPORU FormA-5 2
ALACAK OLW  KISIM
YERİ TİPİ KAPASİTESİ
MmMul Phr çalar s Tük ve ^
GELİŞ TARİHİ
MALZEME GİRİŞ TARİHİ
FİRMA KODU MAKBUZ NO 
PAR-SAN ol-,o,,o..
RAPOR N0. LVs 1
YEDLKPARLA SANAV1 VE TİC.AS. HESAP/DEMİRBAŞ 1 üvv 1 ] .  l;h
PARÇA KODU
5085782
TOP.SİPARİŞ EDİLEN FİRMAYA S
PARÇA TANIMI
’ -*- î . i~ı!.J K 3 “·-. c. L E F”' L_ E 
>1P.EDİLEN MİK nFI PM NylİUTAD idadim
ÖDEME TARİHİ
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KUSURLU
S  o
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EVALUATION CRITERIA LIST in LITERATURE
LIST OF CRITERIA
reliability of supply 
speed of supply 
cost
diligence in chasing older orders
frequency and informativeness of status reports
ability to meet urgent requests
handling of problems
smooth accounting
ability to provide value-added service
ability to meet special requests
ability to communicate with clients
number of orders
average price
% of completed orders
delivery time
quality of delivery
order canceled
quantity
service
distribution
long-term availability
financial strength of company
packaging
uniformity
warranty of products 
condition of delivery 
knowledge of sales personnel
A P P E N D I X 13
FIRST QUALITY PERFORMANCE RESULTS
DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE
ACCEPTANCE
AFTER
REGAINING
ACCEPTANCE
AFTER
SELECTION
CONDITIONAL
ACCEPTANCE REJECT
REJECT
AFTER
REGAINING
REJECT II 
AFTER
SELECTION II SCRAP
22,638,785 20,845,399 77,397 273,821 181,123 1,086,503 5,790 167,060 II 1,692
92.08% 0.34% 1.21% 0.80% 4.80% 0.03% 0.74% II 0.01%
ACCEPTANCE
9 4 .3 8 %
REJECT
5 . 6 1 %
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EVALUATION of EXISTING CONTROL PLANS
PARTS w/ CONTROL PLANS 825
PARTS w/o CONTROL PLANS 1872
PARTS w/o QUALITY CONTROL 23
PARTS w/ PROBLEMS 1112
TOTAL 3832
■  PARTS w/ CONTROL PLANS
■  PARTS w/0 CONTROL PLANS
■  PARTS W/6 QUALfTY CONTROL 
□  PARTS w/PROBLEMS
[critique
IMPORTANT
A
IMPORTANT
B
UNIMPORTANT
A
UNIMPORTANT
B TOTAL 1
Parts w/ control plan and group 3 279 49 247 8 586
Parts w/ control plan and w/o group 14 56 21 100 48 239
Parts w/o control plan 45 680 157 789 201 7872
Parts w/o quality control 
Part w/ problems
23
I .. 1112 \
TOTAL I 62 1015 227 1136 257 38321
10% 2%
■  CRITIQUE
■  IMPORTANT A
□  IMPORTANT B
■  UNIMPORTANT A
□  UNIMPORTANT B
DISTRIBUTION OF CONTROL PLANS ACCORDING TO THE GROUPS
100%
■  CRITIQUE
■  IMPORTANT A
□  IMPORTANT B
■  UNIMPORTANT A
□  UNIMPORTANT B
Parts w/ Parts w/ Parts
control conirei W/D
plan plan control
«>d arxl w/o plan
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MONTHLY REPORT
F3RRC OcKLf'
p . < .  n :
G = ezc / I S T A N d Ü L
PAîîCA <CDü FAPCA AD] ? R 3 G R ^  « GELEN Ki^LL Ş · K A 5 L L
5 1 ^ 7 3 1 2 0 C e v . M I L  RULM <A 13 5 5 2C91
1 2 1 1 1 5 5 1 4 3 4 3 0 0 CN d i n g i l  m e s n e 25i3 ■J C ,'·
1 2 1 0 1 3 5 C3 5 9 3 9 D ARKA KAPAK 2 4* 25C
1 2 2 9 3 0 4 9 3 9 1 3 6 0 AYARLI KOL ÜSTPA 1 3-JC 236 3
1 3 2 4 0 4 5 1 3 6 3 0 6 0 0 I F R A N 3 I Y E L  <LT 1 4 3 G E23
TOPLAM l AOc PUANI  = 0 . 9 9 5 0 6 5
TOPLAM t e s l i m a t PUANI  = 1 . 2 2
RED  ^C N T A J
i a d e
L ? ET i y
i a d e
t e s l i m a t  g i r i ş  m u a y e n e
F U A M  PERFCFMANSI
1 . 5 3 Q * C C ı . OCC
1 1 . 4 0 1 . c c 3 · 5 9 U
. 2 1 . 0 4 1 -CC 0 . 9 9 C
1 6 1 . 3 1 Q · L 0 . 9  9C
10 . 5E 1 -OC 0 · 9 2 C
TCFLAM G. MU Y . P E F F CRMS . =
MAYI S AYINDA YAPI LAN T c 3L IM AT L A R I  M  Z I  N C-İ R İ  î  MLAYSNE F E F F O R V A N 3 I YL<AR]CA E E L İ ? T İ  L M İ 3 T İ R . D E V AM ECEN T c S L İ M A T L A R I M  Z D A G İ R İ Ş  MLA^cNı  
FERFCRMANS P L A N I N I Z I N  1 OLMASI  İ D E A L D İ R .
NCT : ŞARTLI KA3UL RED OLARAK H E S L A  NM IŞTIR.
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SAMPLE of SUMMARY REPORTS
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